Recently, temporal action localization (TAL), i.e., finding specific action segments in untrimmed videos, has attracted increasing attentions of the computer vision community. State-of-the-art solutions for TAL involves predicting three values at each time point, corresponding to the probabilities that the action starts, continues and ends, and post-processing these curves for the final localization. This paper delves deep into this mechanism, and argues that existing approaches mostly ignored the potential relationship of these curves, and results in low quality of action proposals. To alleviate this problem, we add extra constraints to these curves, e.g., the probability of "action continues" should be relatively high between probability peaks of "action starts" and "action ends", so that the entire framework is aware of these latent constraints during an end-to-end optimization process. Experiments are performed on two popular TAL datasets, THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.3. Our approach clearly outperforms the baseline both quantitatively (in terms of the AR@AN and mAP) and qualitatively (the curves in the testing stage become much smoother). In particular, when we build our constraints beyond TSA-Net and PGCN, we achieve the state-of-the-art performance especially at strict high IoU settings. The code will be available.
Introduction
Videos are generated, stored, and transmitted every day. In the face of extensive video data, automatic video content analysis is awaiting to be explored in both academia and industry. Temporal Action Localization (TAL) aiming at locating action instances is a fundamental task in video content analysis. The problem definition of TAL is to find a set of action instances with their start times, end times, and action labels in untrimmed videos.
Analogous to anchor-based object detection, TAL can Figure 1 . An untrimmed video with its predicted probability curves. Yellow circles represent diverged predictions during action "LongJump" or "Background" in continuing curve. Red circle represents the inconsistency between three probability curves. be divided into temporal action proposal and action classification stages. The latter is relatively well studied since recent action classifiers have achieved cogent performance [6, 22, 28, 31, 29] . But TAL still suffers a low performance in standard benchmarks [12, 5] . Thus, generating precise action proposals is crucial in TAL. Early approaches for generating action proposals are summarized as a top-down fashion, which first generates regularly distributed proposals (e.g., multi-scale sliding windows), then evaluates the confidence of them. This kind of methods [4, 7, 26, 3, 9] often over-generate candidate proposals, and the boundary of the proposals are not flexible. To solve this problem, the other kind of bottom-up approach has been proposed. Beginning in TAG [32] and prospering in BSN [18] , typical bottom-up methods [18, 17, 20, 11] first densely evaluate the frame-level probabilities of action starting, continuing, and ending; then collect candidate starting and ending points to group action proposals. This design paradigm can generate flexible action proposals and achieve a high recall with fewer proposals [32] , which becomes a better practice in temporal action proposals.
However, predicting these probability curves is underexplored in the bottom-up approach. As illustrated in Figure 1 , existing methods evaluate these probability curves only through a frame-level classification task with the supervision of foreground and background labels. So we find some unreasonable phenomena, (i) the predicted continuing probabilities (green) are not always staying at a high value during foreground "LongJump" and not always staying at a low value during "Background", which are highlighted by yellow circles; (ii) the red circle shows that three predicted curves can not support each other since the ending curve runs away. These diverged predictions mainly comes from the separate classification task and will introduce noisy candidate proposals. However, these can be easily constrained by their context in temporal-level and their trends in curvelevel, e.g., (i) the probabilities inside foreground and background should be stable; (ii) the probability of "action continues" should be relatively high between probability peaks of "action starts" and "action ends".
In this paper, we address this problem by adding extra constraints to these curves, so that the entire framework is aware of these latent constraints during an end-to-end optimization process. Like previous studies, we also predict three probability curve to represent an untrimmed video, starting curve, continuing curve, and ending curve. Each curve is divided into the foreground and background regions by ground-truth annotations. We propose two consistency constraints, which are named Internal Constraint (IC) and External Constraint (EC), to regularize the learning process. IC is built inside each probability curve that enforces (i) the probabilities in each foreground or background regions are consistent; (ii) the probabilities between foreground and background regions are separate. EC performs consistency constraint among three probability curves, which adds the constraints between continue-start curve and continue-end curve, (i) if there were an abrupt rise in the continuing curve, the starting curve should give a high probability, and vise versa; (ii) if there were an abrupt drop in the continuing curve, the ending curve should give a high probability, and vise versa.
We perform our experiments on two public datasets THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.3. Experimental results illustrate that our approach clearly outperforms the baseline both quantitatively and qualitatively. Especially on THU-MOS14 dataset, we improve absolute 6.8% mAP at a strict IoU of 0.7 settings from the previous best. In particular, when we build our constraints beyond other network (TSA-Net [11] ) or framework (PGCN [33] ), we achieve a better performance.
Related Work
Action recognition. Same as image recognition in image analysis, action recognition is a fundamental task in video domain. Extensive models [27, 6, 22, 28, 31, 29] on action recognition have been widely studied. The deeper models [6, 22] and more massive datasets [13, 1, 14, 21] promote the development of this direction. These action recognition approaches are based on trimmed videos, which are not suitable for untrimmed videos due to the considerable duration of the background. However, the pre-trained models on action recognition task can provide effective feature representation for temporal action localization task. In this paper, we use the I3D model [6] , pre-trained on Kinetics [14] , to extract video features. Temporal action localization. Temporal action localization is a mirror problem of image object detection [24, 23] in the temporal domain. The TAL task can be decomposed into proposal generation and classification stage, same as the two-stage approach of object detection. Recent methods for proposal generation are divided into two branches, top-down and bottom-up fashions. Top-down approaches [3, 4, 7, 9, 26] generated proposals with pre-defined regularly distributed segments then evaluated the confidence of each proposal. The boundary of top-down proposals are not flexible, and these generation strategies often cause extensive false positive proposals, which will introduce burdens in the classification stage. However, the other bottom-up approaches alleviated this problem and achieved the new state-of-the-art. TAG [32] was an early study of bottomup fashion, which used frame-level action probabilities to group action proposals. Lin et al. proposed the multi-stage BSN [18] and end-to-end BMN [17] [20] model, which takes advantage of frame-level action probability as well.
Method

Problem and Notations
Given an Untrimmed video, we denote {f t } T t=1 as a feature sequence to represent a video, where T is the length of the video and f t is the t-th feature vector extracted from a period of continuous RGB frames and optical flows. Annotation of action instances can be denoted as ϕ = {(t s,n , t e,n , a n )} N n=1 , where t s,n , t e,n , and a n are start time, end time, and class label, respectively, of the action instance n. The constant N is the number of action annotations. Following many previous studies [18, 17, 20, 11] Figure 2 . Schematic of our approach. Three probability curves are predicted by the ProbNet. Internal Constraint is built inside each curve by first separating foreground and background regions, then reduce the discrepancy inside foreground or background, and enlarge the discrepancy between foreground and background. External Constraint is built between the continue-start curve and the continue-end curve.
we predict a continuing probability curve p C ∈ [0, 1] T , a starting probability curve p S ∈ [0, 1] T , and an end probability curve p E ∈ [0, 1] T to generate action proposals. Correspondingly, the ground-truth supervisions are generated via ϕ, which are notated by g C ∈ {0, 1} T , g S ∈ {0, 1} T , and g E ∈ {0, 1} T , respectively. Continuing ground-truth g C t has value "1" inside the action instances [t s,n , t e,n ], while starting and ending points are expanded to a region [t s,n − δ n , t s,n + δ n ] and [t e,n − δ n , t e,n + δ n ] to assign the ground-truth label g S and g E . δ n is set to be 0.1 duration of the action instance n, same as [18, 17, 11] .
Baseline and Motivation
This paper takes the state-of-the-art bottom-up framework as our baseline for TAL, such as BSN [18] , BMN [17] , and Scale Matters [11] . As illustrated in Figure 2 , we first use 3D convolutional network to extract video features {f t } T t=1 , then feed the feature sequence to several 1D convolutional networks to (i) predict three probability curves (p C , p S , and p E ) by ProbNet, (ii) predict the starting and ending boundary offsets (ô S andô E ) by RegrNet. Finally, we generate proposals by combining start-end pairs with high probabilities and classify these candidate proposals.
As shown in Figure 2 , the first and fundamental procedure in bottom-up TAL is to predict these probability curves. But there are some common problems of predicting probability curves based on the baseline model. The continuing probability curve in green are not always stay-ing at a high value inside an action instance, and not always staying at a low value during background, which are highlighted by yellow circles. The red circle shows that three probability curves can not support each other since the ending curve runs away. Hence, these diverged predictions will introduce noisy candidate proposals. This is mainly because the supervision of the learning process only comes from a temporal-separate classification task, i.e., three binary cross-entropy losses for action starting, continuing and ending, without utilizing the relations between different time steps and potential relations among them.
By filtering these illogical cases on the baseline model through the testing stage, we can obtain a better result. Therefore, to better explore the learning process of these curves, we propose two consistency constraints during an end-to-end optimization process, that consider the relations between different time steps inside each probability curve, named Internal Constraint (IC) and the relations among different probability curves, named External Constraint (EC).
Adding Consistency Constraints
As illustrated in Figure 2 , we add two constraints, IC and EC, to regularize the learning process. IC is built inside each probability curve that enforces (i) the probabilities in each foreground or background regions are consistent; (ii) the probabilities between foreground and background regions are separate. EC performs consistency constraints among three probability curves, which applies the con-straints between the continue-start curve and the continueend curve. (i) if there were an abrupt rise in the continuing curve, the starting curve should give a high probability, and vise versa; (ii) if there were an abrupt drop in the continuing curve, the ending curve should give a high probability, and vise versa.
Internal Constraint
We build our Internal Constraint (IC) on three predicted probability curves, continuing curve p C , starting curve p S , and ending curve p E . To constrain these probability curves to have a stable response inside each of them, we first define the foreground and background regions for each probability curves. The foreground regions are defined as the locations where action continues by g C t = 1, action starts by g S t = 1, and action ends by g E t = 1, respectively. The background regions are the rest of the time where g C t = 0, g S t = 0, and g E t = 0. The yellow block in Figure 2 shows an example of the IC on continuing curve p C . Given the predicted continuing probabilities {p C t } T t=1 , we build an adjacency matrix A ∈ [0, 1] T ×T to establish the relationship between predicted probabilities by measuring the distance between them. The elements in A are formulated as
where f is a distance function (l 1 distance in our experiments) to measure the difference between p C i and p C j . In terms of the division of the foreground and background region, the predicted continuing probabilities
To make the prediction pairs inside U C set or V C set consistent, and the prediction pairs between U C set and V C set separate, we first use three masks M U , M V , and M UV ∈ {0, 1} T ×T to select the corresponding a i,j in adjacency matrix A, then shrink the average distance inside foreground set or background set and enlarge the average distance between them. Therefore, the IC on continuing probability curve p C is formulated in Eq. (1):
where i, j is the index of matrix A. M U , M V , and M UV select the positions with "1" shown in Figure 2 , where probability pairs come from only U C set, only V C set, and between U C and V C sets, respectively. The constants N U , N V , and N UV represent the number of "1" in each mask matrix. stand for the element-wise product. Replicating constraint on continuing curve, we can also obtain the L IC S and L IC E . Hence, the whole IC is formulated in Eq. (2):
External Constraint
We build our External Constraint (EC) between three probability curves, continuing curve p C , starting curve p S , and ending curve p E . To make the consistency between these probability curves, we propose two hypotheses, (i) if there were an abrupt rise in the continuing curve, the starting curve should give a high probability, and vise versa; (ii) if there were an abrupt drop in the continuing curve, the ending curve should give a high probability, and vise versa. Following these hypotheses, we use the first derivative of p C to capture the abrupt rise and drop of continuing probability curve. As for the practical discrete case in temporal dimension, we use the difference term instead of the differential term in Eq. (3):
Illustrated in red block of Figure 2 , we build two kinds of constraints for external consistency, the continuestart constraint in yellow circle and the continue-end constraint in blue circle. We use the positive values inṗ C to represent continuing probability rise rate, notated as p + t = max{0,ṗ C t }, and use negative values inṗ C to represent continuing probability drop rate, notated as p − t = − min{0,ṗ C t }. Thus, we can build these consistency between three probability curves, and the EC is formulated in Eq. (4):
Proposal Generation and Classification
Following the same rules in BSN [18] and ScaleMatters [11] , we select the starting and ending points in terms of p S and p E ; then combine them to generate action proposals; finally rank these proposals and classify them with action labels. Operations are conducted sequentially: Proposal generation. To generate action proposals, we first select the candidate starting and ending points with predicted p S and p E by two rules [18] 
The ending points are selected by the same rules. Following these two rules, we prepare a set of candidate starting and ending points which have high probability or stay at a peak position. Combining these points under a maximum action duration in training set, we obtain the candidate proposals. Proposal ranking. To rank action proposals with a confidence score, we provide two methods: (i) directly use the product of the starting and ending probabilities, p S ts × p E te . (ii) train an additional evaluation network to score candidate proposals [11] , which is noted as φ(t s , t e ). The detailed information can be found in [11] . Thus, the final confidence score for candidate proposals is p S ts × p E te × φ(t s , t e ). Redundant proposal suppression. After generating candidate proposals with the confidence score, we need to remove redundant proposals with high overlaps. Standard method such as soft non-maximum suppression (Soft-NMS) [2] is used in our experiments. Soft-NMS decays the confidence score of proposals which are highly overlapped. Finally, we suppress the redundant proposals to achieve a higher recall. Proposal classification. The last step of temporal action localization is to classify the candidate proposals. For fair comparison with other temporal localization methods, we use the same classifiers to report our action localization results. Following BSN [18] , we use video-level classifier in UntrimmedNet [30] for THUMOS14 dataset. As for Activ-ityNet1.3 dataset, we use the video-level classification results generated by [35] .
Implementation Details
Network Design. We build our IC and EC on a succinct baseline model with all 1D Convolution layers and the detailed network architecture is shown in Table 1 . The input of BaseNet is extracted feature sequence {f t } T t=1 of untrimmed videos. Since untrimmed videos have various video length, we truncate or pad zeros to obtain a fixed length features of window T w . Through BaseNet, the output features are shared by three 2-layer ProbNets to predict probability curves (p C , p S , and p E ) and two RegrNets to predict starting and ending boundary offsets (ô S andô E ). Loss function. Predicting continuing, starting, and ending probabilities are trained with the cross-entropy loss. We separate the calculation by the foreground and background regions; then mix them with a ratio of 1:1 to balance the proportion of the foreground and the background. The loss of predicting the continuing probability is formulated in Eq. (5):
where U C and V C denote the foreground and background set in p C , while T + C and T − C are the number of them, respectively. Replacing the script "C" with "S" or "E" in Eq. (5), we can obtain the L S and L E , respectively. Hence, the whole classification loss is formulated in Eq. (6):
To make the action boundaries more precise, we also introduce a regression task to predict the starting and ending boundary offsets. Inspired by some object detection studies [24, 16] , we apply SmoothL1 Loss [10] (SL 1 ) to our regression task, which is formulated in Eq. (7):
where U S and U E are the foreground regions in p S and p E . T + S and T + E are the number of them.ô t S andô t E are the predicted starting and ending offsets with their ground-truth (o S t and o E t ). Adding our proposed consistency constrains IC and EC, the overall objective loss function is formulated in Eq. (8):
Network training. Our BaseNet, ProbNet, and RegrNet are jointly trained from the scratch by multi tasks which are the classification (L cls ) and regression (L reg ) tasks with two constraints IC (L IC ) and EC (L EC ).The ratio of each loss component is equal. As mentioned previous, to contain most action instances in a fixed observed window, the input feature length of window l w is set to be 750 for THU-MOS14 and scaled to be 100 for ActivityNet1.3. The training process lasts for 20 epochs with a learning rate of 10 −3 in former 10 epochs and 10 −4 in latter 10 epochs. Since the THUMOS14 dataset is relative small the batch size is set to be 3 for it and 16 for the ActivityNet1.3 dataset. We use a SGD optimization method with 0.9 momentum to train both datasets. In Section 3.4, the additional evaluation network for proposal ranking follows the same settings in [11] . around 1.5 action instances. To make a fair comparison with the previous work, we use the same two-stream features of these datasets. The two-stream features, which are provided by [19] , are extracted by I3D network [6] pre-trained on Kinetics.
Experiments
Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
Metric for temporal action proposals. To evaluate the quality of action proposals, we use conventional metrics Average Recall (AR) with different Average Number (AN) of proposals AR@AN for action proposals. On THUMOS14 dataset, the AR is calculated under multiple IoU threshold set from 0.5 to 1.0 with a stride of 0.05.
Metric for temporal action localization.
To evaluate the performance of action localization, we use mean Average Precision (mAP) metric. On THUMOS14 dataset, we report the mAP with multiple IoU in set {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}. As for ActivityNet1.3 dataset, the IoU set is {0.5, 0.7, 0.95}. Moreover, we also report the averaged mAP performance where IoU is set to be from 0.5 to 0.95 with a stride of 0.05.
Compare with the State-of-the-arts
Temporal action proposals. We compare the temporal action proposals generated by our IC&EC equipped model on THUMOS14 dataset. As illustrated in Table 2 , comparing with previous works, we can achieve the best performance especially on AR@50 metric. Our constraints help to generate more precise candidate starting and ending points, so we can achieve a high recall with fewer proposals. Temporal action localization. Classifying the proposed proposals, we obtain the final localization results. As illustrated in Table 3 and Table 4 , our method outperforms the previous works. Especially at high IoU settings, we achieve significant improvements since our constraints can make the boundaries more precise. On THUMOS14 dataset, the mAP at IoU of 0.6 is improved from 31.5% to 38.0% and the mAP at IoU of 0.7 is improved from 21.7% to 28.5%. On ActivityNet1.3 dataset, we can achieve the mAP to 9.21% at IoU of 0.95.
Ablation Studies
To explore how these constrains, IC and EC, improve the quality of temporal action proposals, we conduct following detailed ablation studies on THUMOS14 dataset. Effectiveness of IC. As illustrated in Table 5 "Internal Constraints", we compare the components of IC in terms of the AR@AN. In Section 3.3.1, the IC is introduced to continuing probability curve (L IC C ), starting probability curve (L IC S ), and ending probability curve (L IC E ). Compared with the baseline result without any constraint, only introducing L IC C improves a little. But the IC on starting L IC S and ending L IC E can achieve better results than only introducing L IC C . Combined all three IC constraints, the AR@50 is improved from 37.62% to 39.53%. Effectiveness of EC. As illustrated in Table 5 "External Constraints", we compare the components of external constraints in terms of the AR@AN. In Section 3.3.2, the EC is introduced between continue-start (C&S) and continue-end (C&E). EC on C&S (C&E) makes the consistency between the starting curve (ending curve) and the derivative of continuing curve, which can suppress the false positives only observed from a single probability curve. Only introducing EC to C&S or C&E obtains less than 1% absolute improvement on AR@50. When combined C&S and C&E, it can improve 1.49% on AR@50.
Combining IC&EC. As illustrated in Table 5 "All Constraints", we compare the different constraints in terms of the AR@AN. Both the IC and EC independently achieve more than 1% absolute improvement on AR@50. When combined IC and EC, the AR@50 is improved from 37.62% to 40.98%. Constraints inside each probability curve and between them are coupled, which leads to a positive feedback. It means when we get the better probability curve that fits the IC, the hypothesis of EC is more appropriate between three probability curves, and vise versa. Effectiveness of kernel size and layers. The scale of the receptive field is crucial in temporal action localization tasks. So we explore different scales of receptive field by adjusting the number of layers and the kernel size of the BaseNet. As illustrated in Table 6 , we compare results between different kernel sizes and layers in terms of the AR@AN. Deeper layers and larger kernel sizes often lead to a better performance. However, increasing the kernel size is more effective than increasing the number of layers. When we fix the kernel size to be 5, increasing the number of layers will improve the result. But when the number of layers exceeds 5, the AR@AN will decrease since more parameters will lead to over-fit. Changing the kernel size has the same phenomenon. When the kernel size exceeds 9, the AR will not increase any more. Effectiveness of proposal scoring. As mentioned in Section 3.4, we compare two methods for scoring proposals. Once we get proposals of an untrimmed video, a proper ranking method with convincing scores can achieve the high Table 7 . Ablation studies on proposal scoring in terms of AR@AN (%) on THUMOS14. Experiments are based on 2 "Layers" and 9 "Kernel Size" model in Table 6 . All numbers are the averaged value in the last 10 epochs. recall with fewer proposals. As illustrated in Table 7 , we give the upper bound "oracle" results by scoring a proposal via the maximum IoU value with ground-truth segments. Then we compare two scoring function, p S ts × p E te and p S ts × p E te × φ(t s , t e ). Directly using starting and ending probability at boundaries is simple and effective, however, training a new evaluation network [18, 11] to evaluate the confidence of proposals can further improve the performance by a significant margin. It is worth to notice that, "Oracle" result gives a guideline to temporal action proposal task. The absolutely value of the "Oracle" determines the quality of proposals and the gap between the scoring results and the "Oracle" determines the quality of scoring method.
Generalizing IC&EC to Other Algorithms
Our proposed two consistency constraints, i.e., IC and EC, are effective in generating the probability curves of continuing, starting, and ending. To prove these constraints are valid for other network architecture and framework in TAL, we introduce them to ScaleMatters [11] and PGCN [33] , respectively. ScaleMatters [11] designed a multi-scale architecture TSA-Net with their proposed MDC blocks to predict probability curves of continuing, starting and ending. We introduce our IC and EC to their multi-scale networks, TSA-Netsmall, TSA-Net-medium, and TSA-Net-large, respectively. To make a fair comparison in the same codebase, we also report the baseline results by our implementation. As illustrated in Table 8 , our IC and EC significantly outperforms the baseline models on all three network architectures. PGCN [33] explore the proposal-proposal relations using Graph Convolutional Networks [15] (GCN) to localize action instances. This framework builds upon the prepared proposals from BSN [18] method. We introduce our two constraints to generated candidate proposals for PGCN framework. As illustrated in Table 9 , introducing IC and EC to PGCN improves the localization performance.
Visualization of Qualitative Results
As illustrated in Figure 3 , we visualize some examples on both datasets. Comparing the predicted p C , p S , and p E with or without IC and EC, we find our proposed con- straints indeed make predicted curves become stable inside foreground and background regions. Besides, some false positive activations in p S and p E are suppressed, so that these constraints can reduce many candidate proposals via these bad starting and ending points.
Discussion for Future Direction
Most temporal action localization method can be divided into the following procedures, (i) generating proposals, (ii) ranking proposals, and (iii) classifying proposals. Which one is most awaiting to improve for the intending researchful keystone? We introduce two types of oracle information to reveal the performance gap between the different upper bounds. As illustrated in Table 10 , O rank means that each candidate proposal is ranked by the max IoU score with all ground-truth action instances. O cls means that the ground-truth action labels are assigned to candidate proposals. When introducing O rank and O cls to our action localization baseline, it is worth to notice that proposal classification has been well solved since there is a small gap when introducing O cls . However, when introducing the oracle ranking information O rank , the upper bound can improve a lot from 53.9% to 66.4% in terms of mAP at IoU of 0.3. That means there is a significant untapped opportunity in how to rank the action proposals.
Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate the problem that temporal probability curves are inconsistent, either internally or externally, in the task of action localization. To alleviate this problem, we propose two temporal constraints which can be optimized together with the backbone. Experiments reveal that our approach improves the performance of temporal action localization both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Our research reveals that state-of-the-art video analysis algorithms, though built upon powerful 3D-based networks, mostly have a limited understanding in the temporal dimension, which can lead to undesired properties, e.g., inconsistency or discontinuity. Our work provides an example of adding temporal priors to deep networks, which we believe, is a promising direction of video analytics.
